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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam ): Microsoft SQL Server - Business Intelligence Development and Maintenance
Published: April 15, Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam â€”and on the job.

Training begins every morning at 8: The course discusses how to use the Analysis Services development tools
to create an Analysis Services database and an OLAP cube, and how to use the Analysis Services management
and administrative tools to manage an Analysis Services solution. Implement dimensions and cubes in an
Analysis Services solution. Implement measures and measure groups in an Analysis Services solution. Query
a multidimensional Analysis Services solution. Customize an Analysis Services cube. Deploy and secure an
Analysis Services database. Maintain a multidimensional Analysis Services solution. Implement a Data
Mining solution. The course discusses how to develop, deploy, and manage Integration Services packages.
Create an Integration Services package. Implement control flow in an Integration Services package.
Implement data flow in an Integration Services package. Implement logging in an Integration Services
package. Debug and implement error handling in an Integration Services package. Implement checkpoints and
transactions in an Integration Services package. Deploy an Integration Services package. Manage and secure
an Integration Services package. The course discusses how to use the Reporting Services development tools to
create reports, and how to use the Reporting Services management and administrative tools to manage a
Reporting Services solution. Create a Reporting Services report. Enhance a Reporting Services report. Create
and manipulate data sets. Use report models to implement reporting for business users. Configure report
publishing and execution settings. Implement subscriptions for reports. Implement custom Reporting Services
applications. Guaranteed to Run
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Chapter 2 : Exam Microsoft SQL Server , Business Intelligence Development and Maintenance
Maintenance training and certification boot camp in Washington, DC will teach you experience in working with
implementing and maintaining solutions by using the Microsoft SQL Server Business Intelligence tool suite.

Read reviews from recent accelerated courses below or visit Firebrand Stories for written and video interviews
from our alumni. A worthwhile experience and a good facility to train in. The instructor was very knowledge
and very helpful and good at encouraging discussions that helped reinforce the topics being studied. Hard
work but great results. No doubt in my mind your the best. Firebrand Training offers good quality training. I
had not studied for over 10 years previously and found the experience easy to adapt to and immersive. I will
definately use Firebrand Training in the future. Thanks for a great week. The format will ensure repeat
business throughout my career. The days are long, 12 hours in the classroom plus homework for another 2
hours, breaks are short. The experience is not pleasant, but it is designed to enable you cover a vast amount of
topics at a necessary detail in a short period of time. The instructor demonstrated great knowledge and
enthusiasm for the subject. Course largely appropriate to requirement. Intense training but a fast way to learn.
Trainers are knowledgeable and positive which helps with the long days involved. However, the teaching style
and pace has really given me the chance to absorb everything I need to become more knowledgeable in
database administration. The facilities are very good. Everything is covered in detail and the training is done
in a walk through style with completed examples also available. An excellent learning environment, I am
amazed how much I have learnt in such a small space of time. Looking forward to my next course. I always
leave with new knowledge and new friends. The class was incredible! Long days and intense but our
instructor, kept if fun and lively. It was very informative and provided real world examples whilst still
preparing students for the exams. I would recommend the course and instructor! Windows Server training
course and I learnt a lot of important stuff in 11 days only. With my busy schedule it was impossible for me to
focus and cover all this topics without attending this boot camp. I have found the training facility to be very
good and all equipment to deliver the training was substantive. The instructor had a breadth and depth of
knowledge that has abled me to revisit old skills and develop them to a new level, providing me with a strong
foundation to get back to work hitting the ground running. Would highly recommend to my colleagues and
peers. She made this course incredibly interesting and her enthusiasm was needed to push us through the
course in its entirety! She is also a natural trainer who can keep all skill levels in mind while training. Lots of
little extras, which will help in the real world.
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam ): MicrosoftÂ® SQL ServerÂ® Business Intelligence Development and
Maintenance This book covered all exam's main aspects. But note that you can not just rely on this book if you didn't
worked with SSIS, SSAS and SSRS before.

The field is growing, even in a down economy. This is basically a reflection of the need to make sense of an
enormous, and ever-expanding, quantity of data. I was very excited to get my first copies of the last week! A
big thanks to Ken Jones and Microsoft Press for their commitment to this. Specifically, there are three things
that Teo, Dejan and I focused on in this book to make it valuable: This book is much more than an exam prep
guide. We wanted to also broaden its value to make it a great one-stop-shop for learning and excelling on the
SQL BI technologies, whether you plan to take the exam or not. If you are planning on taking the exam, we
also put a lot of time into the content to make sure that it really prepares you for the exam by covering not just
the general material but the background to best understand the types of questions you will come across with
lots of Exam Tips! Readable and real world We assume that before you begin using this Training Kit, you
have experience developing or implementing BI solutions. We also assume that you have experience
managing or supporting BI project security, deployment, and maintenance. The Preparation Guide for Exam is
available from http: If you do not have access to this software, you can download a day trial of SQL Server
from http: You can also consider purchasing SQL Server Development, which contains all of the required
features. By using this Training Kit, you will learn how to: Develop and deploy SSIS projects. Secure,
manage, and troubleshoot SSIS packages. Develop and deploy SSAS solutions. Secure SSAS cubes and
dimensions. Implement, configure, and deploy SSRS reports. Manage and secure SSRS report servers.
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This article profiles the Microsoft SQL Server , Business Intelligence Development and Maintenance (MCTS ), meant to
be taken by those who are responsible for creating business intelligence (BI) solutions by using Microsoft SQL Server
for their organizations.

I wanted to walk away from the class being able to apply what I learned immediately. Most training
companies that I looked into were in a state of flux with Power BI mostly due to the transitions that Power BI
itself was going through. The class outline seemed to include every topic on my checkoff list plus much more.
I decided to give Reza a try. Reza completely lived up to his hype. He took us through a natural progression of
the software, using example after example of how to complete a task. We went through real world scenarios, a
bare minimum of two scenarios for each minor topic. I was completely impressed with his Power BI
knowledge, understanding and abilities. Any question we came to Reza with was answered completely and
with even more examples. After the class, my goal of immediately applying what I learned was attained. Right
away I was able to successfully pull and massage data, create useful reports and post them to dashboards. And
Reza is a masterful user of this tool. Note that Reza covers a lot of ground in this course, and it is pretty fast
paced. Reza took the group through all the components that make up environment. He explained how they had
evolved and took the group through walk-throughs of each one. Reza was great an answering questions from
the audience at the event and going into extra detail if necessary. When Reza worked on our project, nothing
phased or flustered him, he always came up with solutions for problems that seemed to me as insurmountable.
I had a call with Reza who made my life so much easier in just under an hour! Any time spent speaking to
Reza will be well worth it â€” I have saved hours of trying to get my head around our dashboards by getting
some very useful tips and explanations on why things are done the DAX way! Not only that but he is very
patient and straight forward. Kemp, Canada The course was an excellent investment overall, it exceed my
expectations. It was well paced and presented. The instructor, Reza Rad, was excellent and was able to answer
all my questions and explain complex idea in a manner that was easy to understand and follow. I had been
using Power BI Desktop for a number of months prior to taking this course, but wish I had attended it sooner!
The course structure of 1 day of overall Power BI and followed by 4 days of more intensive instruction on the
various parts of Power BI allowed for a basic understanding of the whole, and then more comprehensive
learning. The live-on-line experience worked well technically and allowed for questions and problem-solving
with the instructor. I learned a lot about Power BI and this course gave me a great foundation for using Power
BI to clean, model, design, and share reports using a variety of visualizations that will provide business
intelligence to my company. I would recommend this course to anyone wanting to learn Power BI either as a
starting point or even after you have used the tool to deepen your understanding and build your skill-set.
Chapter 5 : MCTS â€“ SQL Server , Business Itelligence Development and Maintenance | RADACAD
The Microsoft SQL Server certification tracks are built upon a foundation of three focused Microsoft Certified Technology
Specialist (MCTS) certificationsâ€”all of which are designed to demonstrate your custom skill set and in-depth
understanding of the features and functionality of key technology areas in SQL Server

Chapter 6 : SQL Training, Courses & Certification
MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam ): MicrosoftÂ® SQL ServerÂ® Business Intelligence Development and
Maintenance (Microsoft Press Training Kit) [Erik Veerman, Teo Lachev, Dejan Sarka] on calendrierdelascience.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam â€”and on the job.
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SecureNinja's MCTS: Microsoft SQL Server Business Intelligence Development and Maintenance training and
certification boot camp in Washington, DC will teach you experience in working with implementing and maintaining
solutions by using the Microsoft SQL Server Business Intelligence tool suite.

Chapter 8 : MCSA: Microsoft SQL Server Business Intelligence Development - Perpetual Solutions
MCTS: Microsoft SQL Server , Business MCTS: Microsoft SQL Server , Business Intelligence Development and
Maintenance Post reply Like 17 Add to Briefcase.

Chapter 9 : SQL Server MCTS () DBA Exam Guide | Pluralsight
SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) plays an important role in the Microsoft SQL Server business intelligence (BI)
platform. Reports built in SSRS query relational and multidimensional databases and other data sources and distribute
information throughout the organization.
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